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The use of multiple programming languages (polyglot programming) during soft-
ware development is common practice in modern software development. However,
not much is known about how the use of these different languages affects developer
productivity. The study presented in this thesis replicates a randomized controlled
trial that investigates the use of multiple languages in the context of database pro-
gramming tasks. Participants in our study were given coding tasks written in Java
and one of three SQL-like embedded languages: plain SQL in strings, Java methods
only, a hybrid embedded language that was more similar to Java. In addition to
recording the online questionnaire responses and the participants’ solutions to the
tasks, the participants’ eye movements were also recorded using an eye tracker. Eye
tracking as a method for software development studies has grown in recent years and
allows for finer-grain information about how developers complete programming tasks.
Eye tracking data was collected from 31 participants (from both academia and in-
dustry) for each of the six programming tasks they completed. Unlike the original
study, we were unable to find a significant effect on productivity due to the language
used or whether they were a native English speaker. However, we did find the same
effect of participant experience on programming productivity which indicates that
more experienced programmers are able to complete polyglot programming tasks in
a more efficient manner. We also found that all participants looked at the sample
code the same percentage of the time for a given task regardless of their experience
or language variant they were given. The top level navigation behavior also remained
largely unchanged across experience or language variants. We found that professionals
performed more transitions in the code between the Java code and method param-
eters than their novice counterparts. Overall, we found that the level of polyglot
programming did not have as significant of an effect as the task itself. The high-level
strategy that participants employed appeared similar regardless of language variant
they were given.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Polyglot programming is common in the software development industry. Tomassetti
and Torchiano found that ninety-seven percent of open source projects used two or
more computer programming languages [33], and on average, there are five pro-
gramming languages that are used in an open source project [33, 16]. In addition,
developers claim to ”know” ten different computer languages in survey responses [18].
However, recent studies have observed that learning a new computer language has
significant challenges even for experienced developers [19].
Polyglot programming has several different levels of language switching that is
observed: 1) project level, 2) file level, 3) embedded level. The project and file level
switches are implied by their names with project level polyglot programming has
projects written with different language but each individual project uses a single lan-
guage. Similarly, file level switching has each file written in a single language but the
language may not be the same across the entire project. Embedded language switch-
ing can take many forms, but in this context refers to one language, the embedded
language, being embedded in another, the host language.
While studies about polyglot programming in software development have been
2more common in recent years, most studies have focused on the effect of polyglot
programming on code quality [37, 33]. While some studies have focused on the dif-
ficulty of adopting and using multiple programming languages such as Shrestha et
al. [19], the impact and effect of polyglot programming on developer behavior remains
largely unexplored. Recently, a study was conducted by Stefik et al. at the University
of Nevada - Las Vegas, that looked at the effect of embedded language switching using
an online questionnaire-based study. A version of this study is published in [34]. In
the study we replicated, participants completed six tasks using an API with varying
levels of embedded language switching. This study is referred to as Study A in the
rest of the thesis.
Study A only recorded and analyzed the participant’s solutions to the tasks and
their interaction data in the online study environment. In this thesis, we present a
replication study of Study A with the additional method of data collection i.e., using
eye tracking equipment. This replication study will be referred to as Study B in the
rest of the document. The differences between Study A and Study B are listed in
Table 1.1. Note that all data collected in Study A was also collected in Study B but
in addition in Study B, eye tracking data was also collected in addition to all the
website data.
Table 1.1: List of Studies Discussed in This Thesis. Study A is the online study
replicated in Study B(the main contribution of this thesis).
Study Name Study Description Methods Used
Study A Online-Only Study Online Questionnaire
Study B Eye-Tracking Replication Online Questionnaire, Eye Tracking
There are several reasons that we would want to add eye tracking as an additional
methodology to our replication study. Eye tracking as a method for software engi-
neering studies has grown in recent years [20]. Eye movements have been shown to
3capture significantly more fine-grained information during a task compared to inter-
action data or think-aloud studies alone [14] and has been used to gain insight on
how developers read [9, 24, 2, 21], review [35, 28, 8, 14], and summarize [25, 3] source
code. Eye movements allows us to capture quick glances between elements on the
screen and shifts in attentions that a participant is consciously aware of themselves.
1.2 Research Questions
In this thesis, we seek to answer the following questions:
• RQ1: Does computer language switching effect productivity of programmers?
• RQ2: How do novices and professionals differ while switching between different
programming languages?
• RQ3: Do native English speakers have an advantage in completing a polyglot
programming task?
• RQ4: Is there a difference in gaze behavior when multiple programming lan-
guages are used?
The main motivation behind RQ1 is to determine if the variant of language used
has an effect on how correctly developers solve the task. In this thesis, productivity
is measured based on correctness of the solution. In the second research question, we
seek to understand if differences exist between novices and professionals between these
variants. In prior studies [13], knowledge of English seemed to affect comprehension,
which brings us to research question 3. We wanted to determine if native English
speakers had any advantage in completing the tasks. We asked them their native
language in a pre-questionnaire to make this correlation. Finally, since this was an
4eye tracking study, we also compare gaze behavior between the different variants of
languages used. The first three research questions are common with Study A. The
fourth question is an added contribution of Study B.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes the following contributions:
• Performed a replication of an online study (Study A) to investigate the effects
of polyglot programming on developer performance.
• Conducted the first study analyzing the eye movements of developers completing
polyglot programming tasks.
• Developed a new tool as an extension to the existing iTrace infrastructure [11]
to track eye movements and map the gazes to elements on several websites inside
of Google Chrome.
1.4 Organization
The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 explores the related works in
the fields of software engineering, eye tracking, and polyglot programming.
Chapter 3 covers the history and architecture of iTrace community infrastructure
[11, 29] designed to conduct eye tracking studies on software engineering tasks along
with the implementation and challenges faced building iTrace-Chrome which was used
to collect the eye tracking data in Study B.
Chapter 4 details the setup of Study B and the experimental tasks that were used
in both Study A and B. In this chapter, the randomization of the participants along
with the treatments given to each group are explained.
5Chapter 5 begins with a description of the pre-processing that was done before
analysis could take place. Statistics for the population are given before providing the
analysis and results for each of the research questions provided in Section 1.2.
Chapter 6 explains the significance of the results presented in Chapter 5 and
compares the results of Study B to the results that were found in Study A.
In Chapter 7, the main findings of this thesis are summarized and directions for
future work of this research are provided.
1.5 Publications and Acknowledgments
Parts of this thesis will be submitted as peer reviewed publications. This work was
supported in part by the National Science foundation grant numbers CF-1855756 and
CNS-1855753.
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Related Work
Programmer productivity is studied in a variety of aspects of programming. Studies
range from programming language features such as syntax [31] and type systems [12],
over API design [32] and the effect of errors [6] to studies trying to investigate the
cognitive processes involved [30, 8]. These studies on APIs, syntax, or others provided
guidance to this work.
We now describe related studies in program comprehension that use eye tracking
followed by studies done in polyglot programming.
2.1 Eye Tracking in Program Comprehension
Many studies are conducted in the software engineering domain that focus on the sub-
field of program comprehension [7]. A large body of research studies [20] in the field of
program comprehension has leveraged eye tracking to have a better understanding on
how programmers understand programs, and have given insights and detailed infor-
mation about the cognitive processes of program comprehension strategies. Another
reason why eye tracking has continued to grow is because it can provide us with more
information than simple interaction data or think aloud studies. Kevic et al. found
that eye-tracking data is more finely-grained than regular interaction data and can
7provide insight into how programmers are reading through the code [14].
Busjahn and others conducted a study to look into the differences in how a persons
eyes read code versus how they read words. They also compared the differences
between how an expert programmer and a novice programmer read code. They
brought in fourteen novices and nine professional software engineers. They conducted
the experiment by eye-tracking the participants while they read Java code. They
found that novices looked at code in the same linear fashion as reading 80% of the
time. They found that novices did read code in a similar way to how they read
words words while experts read code much less linearly. While they did ask different
questions to test the user’s comprehension such as asking a multiple choice question
or about the output of the program, the participants only performed comprehension
tasks [8].
Abid et al. [3] replicated the study by Rodeghero at al. [25] for code summarization
tasks on large Java open source systems and found that developers tend to look at calls
the most compared to method signatures (as previous reported in smaller snippets).
This indicates that developers behave differently when tasked with realistic code
compared to smaller snippets.
Eye tracking has been used to evaluate and study many aspects of software engi-
neering. Several studies have investigated how developers use external websites such
as Stack Overflow to assist in comprehending programs by using eye tracking as a
methodology [27, 23]. They have found that developers spend most of time fixating
on the paragraph text and code snippets by participant.
Eye tracking data collected during software engineering tasks has also been ana-
lyzed using visualizations [38, 22]. These visualizations help to explore the dense eye
tracking data and reveal trends that can be verified with quantitative data.
Peterson et al. studied the differences in eye movements between large and short
8methods [21]. They found that developers fixated on smaller methods for less time
than larger methods, but had a longer fixation duration per line in the method. These
differences between methods based on their size show that while important findings
can be found studying only small or large methods, a variety of methods should be
used to ensure that the findings generalize to a larger variety of methods.
Saddler et al. studied the reading behavior of both novice and non-novice program-
mers who were asked to answer a comprehension question for C++ programs [26].
They analyze the eye movements by splitting the programs into logical chunks of code
and analyzing the participants’ eye movements. Results showed that when partici-
pants read smaller methods, the chunks that participant spent the most time fixating
in were the same and differences between novices and non-novices only appeared when
larger methods were read.
2.2 Polyglot Programming
The benefits and drawbacks of polyglot programming on a human-factors level are
under-explored in the scientific literature. The main argument in favor of polyglot
programming is about “[...] choosing the right tool for the job” [1], a view that seems
to drive the field of domain specific language research which proposes using specialized
languages for better productivity and maintenance [36]. Claims have been made that
the use of a more appropriate language for a task leads to better productivity and
easier maintenance by reducing the lines of code of a project [10], but also that the
need to learn more languages creates a strain on the developers and that introduction
of more languages to a project can reduce the pool of developers able to maintain the
project [10].
This latter view, that additional languages causes strain, was recently explored
9by Shrestha et al. as part of a study examining professional developers and their
questions on stack overflow, in addition to interviews [19]. Findings from that study
showed that the mismatch between programming languages, which may not be a 1
to 1 mapping, is reported as being a barrier by even professionals and that this dif-
ference varies across language pairs (e.g., Java to Kotlin vs. other pairs). We use
a very different methodology here, a randomized controlled trial on a larger vari-
ety of experience levels as opposed to a mixed-method study on only professionals,
but our results are complementary. Notably, our study here contributes how these
challenges are impacted by experience level and, as opposed to looking at developer
questions, we more directly measure how effectively developers can program using
polyglot approaches.
Previous studies have shown that polyglot programming is extensively and widely
used in software development [33, 16, 17]. Mayer et al studied the frequency of
polyglot programming in industrial projects and how developers perceived projects
using multiple programming languages by conducting a survey with industry par-
ticipants [17]. They found that developers reported certain languages were better
suited to certain tasks and using multiple languages allows the requirements of the
project to be translated into code easier. However, developers also felt that using
multiple programming languages in a software project was problematic for under-
standing the project and the changeability of the system. They also found that most
links between two languages occurred between a general purpose language such as
Java and a domain-specific language such as SQL. The most common problems that
developers reported related these cross-language links were bugs created when per-
forming changes, refraining from changing identifiers used in both languages for fear
of breaking the project, and a suffering of program understanding.
Abidi et al. recently reported anti-patterns for polyglot programming projects.
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[5]. They analyzed developers’ documentation and bug reports that contained com-
mon keywords related to polyglot programming and relied on websites used by de-
velopers such as Stack Overflow, GitHub issues, Bugzilla, IBM Developers, and de-
veloper.android to find polyglot programming practices. After coding the practices
found in these resources, the researchers sent a survey to developers and received 93
responses to evaluate these antipatterns and other polyglot programming practices [4]
They reported a collection of six anti-patterns for polyglot programming: Excessive
Inter-language Communication, Too Much Scattering, Too Much Cluttering, Project
Migration Language Related Issues, Unnecessary Use of Multi-language Program-
ming, Language and Paradigms Mismatch. However, even though these perceived
problems and anti-patterns exist in the literature, the actual impact of programmer
productivity due to these problems and anti-patterns is unexplored. While there
is studies that have focused on the effect of polyglot programming on code qual-
ity [37, 33], there is little in the literature that contains measurements of the effect
polyglot programming on programmer productivity.
One recent study that explored the impact of polyglot programming on developers
was conducted by Uesbeck and Stefik [34]. They conducted a pilot study using an
online-questionnaire consisting of six database programming tasks and divided the
participants into three different language groups with different levels of language
switching. This is the first randomized control trial on polyglot programming and
serves as the pilot for Study A, the study that is replicated in this thesis.
While a few researchers have proposed using eye tracking as a methodology to
study polyglot programming tasks [15], it has remained unexplored in experimental
studies.
11
Chapter 3
iTrace Chrome Extension - Eye Tracking Infrastructure
3.1 History of iTrace
iTrace is a community infrastructure (http://www.i-trace.org) for performing eye
tracking studies within various integrated development environments (IDE). Cur-
rently support for Visual Studio and Eclipse is provided by the iTrace team. In
addition to these two IDEs, since development is not solely restricted to IDEs, eye
tracking within Chrome is also planned to be publicly supported in the future of
the infrastructure with support for websites such as Stack Overflow, Bugzilla, and
GitHub.
Eye tracking as a method to understand software development has gained pop-
ularity in the software engineering community since 2006 [20]. However, studies
conducted using eye tracking prior to iTrace could realistically only be conducted on
short code snippets. This is due to the limitations of previous eye tracking software
needing to restrict the stimulus to a single static screen or allow dynamic content
with tedious and time-consuming post processing to manually map gazes to elements
of the source code. The use of multiple files, code folding, and scrolling had to be
handled completely manually with this approach. iTrace allows the use of eye track-
ing in realistic coding environments by keeping track of the source code elements on
12
screen and automatically mapping the coordinates of gazes to these elements. This
automatic approach allows researchers to conduct studies with multiple files and con-
text switching and spend less time manually mapping gazes in the post-processing
step of their studies.
The first iTrace prototype was developed in 2012 as an Eclipse plugin. In 2018, a
new and refactored version of iTrace was created [11]. The application was split into
several smaller applications that interacted with and communicated with each other
with a single central core application responsible for session data and management,
interacting with eye trackers, and communicating with plugins over a TCP socket.
Plugins are developed as extensions for IDEs that communicate with the core appli-
cation, receive gaze data, and map the gaze elements to line and column of a source
code element. Additional mappings to elements such as buttons or dialog boxes can
be implemented, but are not available in the public releases of the product. This
refactoring was done to allow easier development of additional IDEs or platforms in
the future such as Visual Studio Code, Atom, or IntelliJ.
In 2019, the first public version of iTrace was released with additional features
from the initial refactoring [29]. The core application, iTrace-Core, was given the
ability to communicate with multiple plugins clients simultaneously. iTrace-Core can
communicate with plugins using TCP socket or WebSocket connection with settings
to allow socket communication to use a user configurable port to avoid port conflicts.
This allows plugins to be developed for additional platforms such as Google Chrome
and Visual Studio Code. In addition, iTrace-Core can interface with and receive
eye tracking data from GazePoint GP3 series trackers and Tobii Pro trackers. Ad-
ditional tracker support can be implemented in future versions of iTrace-Core. Both
Eclipse and Visual Studio plugins are open-sourced and publicly available. The post-
processing features of the infrastructure was greatly improved in this release with the
13
addition for all gaze data and analysis to be recorded in a single SQLite database.
This database can contain not only one participant’s session but can contain a com-
plete study package allowing researchers to create artifacts for their accepted papers
and exchange data between collaborators. Since a standard SQLite database is used
for the data analysis, any standard SQL commands can be used in a researchers
analysis, and the data can be exported for analysis inside external applications.
Currently, several limitations still exist inside iTrace. The primary limitation is
the inability to accurately map gaze data to source code that is being edited during an
eye tracking session. This limits the types of tasks that can be recorded using iTrace
as both bug fixing tasks and refactoring tasks require the source code to be edited
and cannot be accurately mapped using the current system of iTrace. In addition,
iTrace has limited support for data validation and correction, and features are being
designed to add more support in these areas.
3.2 iTrace Architecture
As mentioned above, the architecture of iTrace is split into a core application and
various plugin applications. The core application handles session management, in-
terfacing with eye trackers, and communicating with the plugins while the plugins
communicate with the core application and map the gazes onto the line and columns
of source code and other IDE elements. A rough block diagram of this communication
is seen in Figure 3.1.
When a plugin connects to the core application, the plugin is added to the list of
plugin clients. When the session is started in the core application, a packet is sent to
each of the clients with the session data and the plugins create the appropriate XML
file and gets ready to receive gaze data from the core application. If a plugin connects
14
to the core application while a session is in progress, this start session packet will be
sent immediately after the connection between core and plugin is made. For each
gaze the core receives, it will write to the core XML file the gaze coordinates, the
corresponding timestamp, and additional gaze information. If the gaze is valid, the
core will send each client the coordinates of the gaze and the timestamp of the gaze.
Each plugin will receive the gaze and map it to the elements inside the application
using application specific APIs and will write the mapping and gaze timestamp to
the plugin XML file. Both iTrace-Eclipse and iTrace-VisualStudio receive the gazes
into a buffer with one entry. If another gaze comes before the previous gaze has
started to process, the new gaze will overwrite the old gaze in the buffer. This was
done to ensure that any delay caused by the application specific APIs did not cause
subsequent gazes to be mapping incorrectly. For example, while a single gaze was
being processed, five new gazes arrived in a queue and during the actual gazes the
user has not scrolled, but once the first gaze is done processing the user now scrolls
down the page, the five new gazes will be processed as if the user was looking at the
code with the current scroll offset. When the user ends the session, a session end
packet is sent to each client. Both the client and plugins will then write the end of
the XML files and close the XML files.
3.3 Chrome Plugin Implementation
There are several chrome-plugin specific implementation details that differ from the
general plugin implementation details listed in the previous section. These specific
implementations are due to the fact that the chrome plugin was created as a chrome
extension and does not have the same permissions to resources on the host computer.
The first chrome-plugin specific implementation detail that differs from the pre-
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of iTrace Core and Plugins
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vious plugins is that a WebSocket connection is used as opposed to the TCP socket
connection used by iTrace-Eclipse and iTrace-VisualStudio. This was necessary as
Chrome extensions cannot create sockets but must instead must rely on WebSockets
to establish a connection to iTrace-Core.
In addition, the XML file is not continually written to as the gaze data is received
from the core since native file access is not allowed in Chrome extensions. Once the
session has ended, the user must manually click a button to export the XML file. In
addition, the file will not be stored in the same directory as the XML files of the core
data or other plugin data since the only way to store a file to the native file directory
is to save the file as a Chrome download.
As opposed to the other plugins, iTrace-Chrome will disconnect from Chrome
after the session is ended. Once the session ends and the user exports the XML file,
the connection between the Chrome plugin and the core application will end. The
user must reconnect the plugin to the core application if they want to record eye
movements from an additional task.
In order to map the gaze coordinates that the chrome plugin is receiving from
the core application to the site elements, a different set of mappings is used for each
site. The URL of the current page is checked against a list of known URL formats to
select the type of mapping that will be done. Javascript is used to get a list of DOM
elements at the coordinates of the gaze and a combination of class, id, and tagnames
are checked to determine what type of element is being looked at. In order to know
what line is being looked at, each line of text inside a section of the environment used
in the study is wrapped inside of a div to allow each line to be selected individually.
Finally, for the study environment used, the event time used to synchronize the
core application data and the plugin data is also written to a hidden div element
whenever new data is processed and every 5 seconds the website will record this
17
event time along with the input to the solution area.
3.4 Challenges Faced
There are several challenges faced with the Chrome plugin. Firstly, there is no ability
to write to the native file system. All file writing must take place within the browser’s
JavaScript engine, and the file download API must be used to write the XML data
to the computer’s file system.
Another challenge faced is that a general Chrome plugin is not feasible as it is
highly dependent on the interface used for each study. For each site that is required
for a study, additional logic must be added to have the ability to classify and map the
gazes onto semantically important elements. There can be general Chrome plugins for
Stack Overflow and bug report websites as well as GitHub that follow some structure
in their Document Object Model (DOM) but even with those, with dynamic content,
a lot of logic needs to be addressed in order to map the correct elements needed.
In addition to this, large blocks of text have difficulties to map line and column
information regarding a word since line and column information may change at any
given time due to resizing of the window and the text node is treated as a single
element in the DOM. Line and column information must be obtained through a
combination of line and column being calculated based on the font size of the text on
the screen and adding HTML wrappers around a group of text.
Finally, the handling of data that changes is a difficult problem for all plugins.
The data from the current plugins cannot be used to analyze eye tracking data on
source code that is not static. The line and column information of source code that
has been edited cannot be used to gain semantic information about the source code
that was being looked at. For instance, if an additional line was added, the line of code
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at line 21 would be shifted to line 22 and a user looked at the new line added above
the if statement, the plugin would report that information as a gaze occurring at line
21 and the post processing would map line 21 to the if statement even though it is
now stale information. Editing is a difficult problem to handle and account for in eye
tracking analysis. Currently, several solution are being explored by the iTrace team
but no solution has been implemented into any plugin. In order to handle editing for
our study, the study environment automatically saved the text for the solution every
5 seconds to mitigate this issue.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Setup
The chapter describes the experimental design of both Study A and Study B.
4.1 Previous Study - Study A
As mentioned previously, the study that will be analyzed in this thesis, Study B, is
a replication of an existing study, Study A. Many of the details of the experimental
setup remain consistent between both studies. The same online environment was
used along with the exact same tasks. The main difference is the addition of eye
tracking as a method of data collection. Due to this additional method, a moderator
was required to be present at the study to ensure that accurate eye tracking data was
collected. While Study A was conducted entirely online with no supervision of the
participants, Study B was conducted entirely in person with a moderator present at
the study.
4.2 Trial Design
This replication was a repeated measures design in which participants were randomly
assigned to one of three experimental groups. Each group was given a different
language variant to solve their tasks. The same 6 tasks were given to all participants
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independent of the group they were in. The only difference between the groups was
the language variant that they used to solve the tasks.
4.3 Participants
Participants were recruited from two separate populations. A total of 15 students
were recruited from the University of Nebraska - Lincoln by word of mouth and
being informed about the study during class time by one of the researchers, and
a total of 16 professional developers were recruited from a local company by being
informed of the study during a company meeting by one of the researchers. For their
work at the local company, the professional developers frequently use C and SQL.
All participants contacted one of the researchers to set up a time to complete the
study, and all participants were given gift cards to compensate them for their time
completing the study. The participants from UNL varied from Freshmen, Sophmores,
Senior, and Graduate Students while the participants from the local company were
all industry practitioners.
In total, we had 16 professional participants from the local company and 15 par-
ticipants from UNL. The distribution of these two experience levels among the three
experimental groups is shown in Table 4.1.
Among the participants, we had 10 who were not native English speakers and 21
participants who were native English speakers. Of the participants that were non-
native speakers, 3 were professionals and 7 were students. Of the participants that
were native speakers, 13 were professionals and 8 were students.
Table 4.1: Participant Counts and Distribution Among Groups
Hybrid String-Based Object-Oriented
Students 5 5 6
Professional 4 6 5
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4.4 Study Setting
The replication was conducted using the original online platform used for the orig-
inal study. This platform informed the participants about their rights and records
their consent. Participants filled out a pre-questionnaire which classified each par-
ticipant into one of the following experience groups (undergraduate year, graduate,
post-graduate, non-degree seeking, or professional). The questionnaire also asked
for additional information such as the total amount of programming experience,
amount of programming job experience, their native language, and age. The full
pre-questionnaire was presented to the participants in two parts which are provided
in the appendix in Figure B.1 and B.2. When the pre-questionnaire was completed,
participants were presented with a screen that detailed the procedure for the remain-
der of the study.
A moderator was present during the study to ensure that the eye tracking data
was correct and the participant was properly being tracked. Before each task, the eye
tracker was calibrated to ensure high quality data. Before the first task, participants
had up to 5 minutes to read sample code that provided examples similar to the
tasks they would be given and written in the language variant they were assigned.
This sample code was available for the participants to read for the remainder of the
study. The sample code was on the left side of the webpage while the solution area
the participant typed their solution into was on the right side underneath the time
remaining to complete the task as shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.3.
Each task consisted of completing a single database task such as selecting and
sorting from an existing table, editing certain rows, adding additional rows, and
selecting and joining multiple tables. If a participant could not complete the task in
45 minutes, the task was ended automatically and the participant moves on to the
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Figure 4.1: Study Environment: Code Sample
next task after a re-calibration of the eye tracker. This task time limit was created
to prevent the experiment from taking too much time and limiting the maximum
amount of time the participant to four and a half hours as promised to participants.
The list of tasks is detailed in Table 4.2 and the full tasks and their solutions are
available in the appendix.
Participants had the ability to check whether their solution was correct at any
point during the task. When the participants wanted to check their solution, they
would hit the “Check Task” button below the solution area. Their proposed solution
is then sent to the server where it was compiled along with the necessary additional
classes and run against a number of unit-tests. If the participant’s solution passes the
unit-test, the task output printed that the tests were successful, and a popup is shown
to the user prompting them to move on to the next task. If the participant’s solution
fails to compile or fails any unit-test, the task output will display the compilation
error or the failed test-case. Participants were able to edit and test their solution as
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Figure 4.2: Study Environment: Task Output
many times as they wanted until they successfully completed the task or exceeded
the 45 minute task time limit. The “Check Task” button and task output can be
seen in Figure 4.2. After all the tasks were completed, participants were given a 4
question post-questionnaire to give feedback on the experiment and thanked for their
participation in the study which is available in Figure B.3.
Table 4.2: List of Tasks Used
Task Name Description
Task 1 Simple Select Select query with a single conditional and sort
Task 2 Moderate Select Select query with a composite conditional
Task 3 Difficult Select Select query with several composite conditionals
Task 4 Update Update a single entry in an existing table
Task 5 Insert Insert a single entry into an existing table
Task 6 Join Select Select query requiring a join between two tables
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Figure 4.3: Study Environment: Solution Area, Timer
4.5 Intervention
Three different groups were designed with varying levels of language switching. The
API designed for this experiment allows for database querying and the design of
each API variant is centered around different ideas of approaching the querying and
requiring a different amount of language switching needed to complete a task. Java
code is used for the various API calls with differing levels of embedded SQL statements
to interact with a database server.
1 public Table query(Table table) throws Exception {
2 Query query = new Query();
3 query.Prepare("SELECT Field1 , Field2 "
4 +"FROM table WHERE Field1 < 234 AND Field2 > 42 "
5 +"ORDER BY Field3 DESC");
6 Table result = table.Search(query);
7 return result;
8 }
Listing 1: Example of the String-based Design
The first group (see example in listing 4) uses a string approach that requires the
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user of the API to know the exact syntax of the SQL query they want to write and
has no type checking support for the SQL query. The only error checking in this
approach occurs in the database, and the programmer must rely on feedback from
the database to locate any errors in their query. In addition, the string-based query
must match exactly the SQL variant that is used on the database server. However,
any user with sufficient SQL experience is granted more flexibility by allowing them
to use the entirety of the SQL language.
1 public Table query(Table table) throws Exception {
2 Query query = new Query ();
3 query.AddField("Field1")
4 .AddField("Field2");
5 query.Filter(q.Where("Field1").LessThan (234).And("Field2").
↪→ GreaterThan (42));
6 query.SortHighToLow("Field3");
7 Table result = table.Search(query);
8 }
Listing 2: Example of the Object-Oriented Design
The second group (see example in listing 8) uses a method approach that requires
the user of the API to use a number of method calls to construct the query. This
approach loses the flexibility of the previous string-based language variant, but the
use of method calls allows for runtime error checking and the ability to guarantee type
checking of the query. This variant also only uses a single programming language and
is classified as a monoglot API, and this variant removes the need to switch between
programming languages to write a query. This might impact productivity because of
the avoidance of switching costs.
The third group (see example in listing 12) uses a hybrid approach of the pre-
vious two language variants. The query building process is separated into different
method calls, but each step of the query building process uses a string to construct
the elements inside the step. This custom syntax is somewhere in between a regular
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1 public Table query(Table table) throws Exception {
2 Query query = new Query();
3 query.AddFields("Field1 , Field2");
4 query.Filter("Field1 < 234 AND Field2 > 42");
5 query.SortHighToLow("Field3");
6 Table result = charts.Search(query);
7 return result;
8 }
Listing 3: Example of the Hybrid Design
language switch from SQL to Java as the syntax is closer to the host language.
The polyglot spectrum that is seen in this experiment can be seen as a spectrum
of language design decisions. In the string-based API, SQL is directly embedded into
Java and there is no direct connection between the languages while in the Object-
Oriented API, methods in Java are created to complete SQL-like operations.
4.6 Variables
Several dependent variables are used in the replication study. The first dependent
variable is the time to a correct solution which was measured in the original study.
If a participant fails to complete the task, the time to a correct solution is set to the
total time spent trying to complete the task which will be 45 minutes due to the task
time limit.
The second dependent variable is the total fixation time spent inside an area of
interest (AOI) on the website where they took the study. There are six top-level AOI
present on each task: Check Task Button, Timer, Task Info, Solution Area, Code
Sample, and Task Output.
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4.7 Hypotheses
Based on the research questions, we have the following null hypotheses followed by
the corresponding alternate hypotheses.
4.7.1 Null Hypotheses
H0: There is no significant difference between programmer productivity and the em-
bedded API they were given.
H1: There is no significant difference between programmer productivity in polyglot
programming tasks based on experience.
H2: There is no significant difference in the performance of native and non-native
English speakers in completing polyglot programming tasks.
H3: There is significant difference in eye movements in the process of completing
a polyglot programming task based on the experience of the programmer.
4.7.2 Alternate Hypotheses
H ′0: There is a significant difference between programmer productivity and the em-
bedded API they were given.
H ′1: There is a significant difference between programmer productivity in polyglot
programming tasks based on experience.
H ′2: There is a significant difference in the performance of native and non-native
English speakers in completing polyglot programming tasks.
H ′3: There is a significant difference in eye movements during a polyglot program-
ming task based on the experience of the programmer.
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4.8 Randomization
After participants entered their college year or professional status, they were assigned
to an experience group based on their response. The distribution of the participants
in every experience group among these three experimental treatments is kept track
of in the study environment. If this distribution was not equal among the previous
participant in the current participants experience group, the participant The partic-
ipants were assigned to one of the underrepresented groups. Once there is an equal
distribution of experimental treatments in the experience group, then all groups are
free to be assigned to until every experimental group has been filled again. This was
done to ensure that the distribution of the groups remained as even as possible.
4.9 Blinding
While Study A was done is a double blind setting, this replication was done in a
single blind setting. The participants did not know which group they were assigned
to, but a moderator was needed to ensure that the eye tracking data was collected
properly. This moderator was not intentionally given the group that the participant
is assigned to, but the moderator could see the tasks that the participant was given
and deduce the group that the participant was assigned to. However, to limit bias the
moderator was instructed to not reveal any information regarding the task or group
a participant was assigned to.
The participants were not given information about the group they were assigned
to or the hypothesis of the study. They were only aware of the information that was
presented to them in the study environment. During requirement, participants were
told that they would participant in a study relating to the effect of programming
languages on programmers but the exact nature of the study and the groups they
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were assigned to was not provided.
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Chapter 5
Analysis and Results
5.1 Pre-Processing
As the participants had to write their own solution, a snapshot of the code was
recorded and sent to the server every 5 seconds. In addition to the snapshot of the
code, an event time from the iTrace-Chrome plugin is saved at the same in order to
sync the eye tracking data with these snapshots.
Each gaze sample is associated with a snapshot of the code using the recorded
of the event. The code snapshot associated with the first gaze in a fixation is used
to associate each fixation with a snapshot of code. In order to calculate fixations an
IVT-fixation filter was used with a velocity threshold of 30◦/sec and a maximum gap
of 75ms. Smaller gaps were filled with linear interpolation between the two endpoints
of the gap.
5.2 RQ1 Results on Productivity
There are several ways to measure productivity of a program. In this particular
context, productivity is measured by the time to complete the tasks. Note that
participants could not move on to the next task until they solved it correctly or until
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Table 5.1: Pairwise t-Test Results For Effect of Task on Time to Complete
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5
Task 2 1
Task 3 1 0.295
Task 4 0.295 0.0733 < 0.001
Task 5 0.0126 0.0152 < 0.001 1
Task 6 0.0733 0.411 < 0.001 1 1
45 minutes passed.
Exploring the results for the first dependent variable (Time to Complete), we see
that on average participants took 550.81 seconds to complete a task with a standard
deviation of 614.93 seconds and the time to complete the task ranged from 92.0
seconds to 2702.0 seconds which is just over the 45 minute time limit.
We ran a mixed model ANOVA to compare the effect of the between-group vari-
ables of group and professional experience and the within-group variable of task on the
dependent variable Time to Complete. Sphericity was found to be violated according
to a Mauchly’s Test. Thus, we used the standard Greenhouse-Geisser corrections
when appropriate.
We find that task has a significant effect on the time to completion (p < 0.001),
F (5, 95) = 16.2555. Since the experiment was not counterbalanced, this difference in
time to completion based on tasks could be due to understanding the type of tasks
better or task difficulty. In an attempt to understand what the differences between
tasks were, we conducted a post-hoc analysis using a pairwise t-test with a Bonferroni
correction. The results of this pairwise t-test are listed in Table 5.1 and show that the
first three tasks have no significant differences between them. The last three tasks
also share no significant differences between them. However, most of the first three
tasks each take significantly longer for participants to complete than each of the last
three tasks. This significant difference was not found in three of the comparisons.
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Figure 5.1: Time to Completion For Each Task
Task 1 compared to task 4 along with task 6 compared to task 1 and task 2. These
differences are clearly seen in Figure 5.1.
However, when we attempt to find an effect for the between-subject variable of
group, we find that the group participants were assigned to did not have a significant
effect on the time to completion (p = 0.2843), F (2, 19) = 1.3449. While the Figure 5.2
shows that hybrid group took longer on average, this difference was not statistically
significant.
5.3 RQ2 Results on Experience
Further exploring the results of the ANOVA model, we look at the effect of profes-
sional experience on time to complete. We found that whether a participant was a
professional programmer or a student had a significant effect on the average time to
complete a task (p = 0.003363), F (1, 19) = 11.223. Participants that self-described
themselves as professional programs took on average 4.93 minutes to complete each
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Figure 5.2: Time to Completion For Each Group
task, and non-professionals took on average 12.1 minutes to complete each task. In
addition, the interaction of professional experience and task did have a significant
effect (p = 0.00435), F (5, 95) = 4.4964 which indicates that certain tasks were com-
pleted by participants with a high level of job experience. They performed tasks
quicker on average, but there was not a specific task that experience helped complete
faster than what was explained by the task itself or the participants job experience.
Another metric we can use to compare participants is the rate at which they
checked their solution with the check task button. The number of times the partici-
pant ran their solution was normalized according to the task time as tasks that take
longer are more likely to have their solution checked multiple time.
We ran a mixed model ANOVA was run to compare the effect of the between-
group variables of group and professional experience and the within-group variable of
task on the dependent variable Check Task Rate. Sphericity was found to be violated
according to a Mauchly’s Test.
We do find significant differences based on the task given to the participant
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Figure 5.3: Time to Complete For Each Task and Job Experience Level
F (5, 125) = 3.7094 (p = 0.00512) and can see these differences in Figure 5.4. Task 1
had the lowest rate of checking the task most likely due to participants taking longer
to adjust to the study environment.
However, we did not find that professional experience had a significant effect on the
check task rate F (1, 25) = 2.5274 (p = 0.1245). While we can see that professionals
did have a slightly higher rate of checking the task in Figure 5.6, this difference is not
significant.
We also failed to find a significant effect for the group participants were placed
in on the check task rate F (2, 25) = 1.2720 (p = 0.2978). We can see in Figure 5.5
that these differences are minor. While the participants assigned to the hybrid API
variant appear to have a slightly lower rate of checking the task, it is a relatively
minor difference and not significant.
The interactions between experience and task F (5, 125) = 0.3000 (0.8969) and
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Figure 5.4: Check Task Rate By Task
experience and group F (2, 25) = 0.4863 (0.6206) were found to be insignificance.
With these conclusions, we can see that participants with and without professional
experience checked their task at roughly the same rate within a given task regardless
of the task they were completing or the API variant they were using.
5.4 RQ3 Results on the Effect of Native English Speakers on
Productivity
In our population, 21 participants were native English speakers. The 10 participants
who were not native English speakers self-reported an average fluency of 9.1 out of
10 (S=0.9944).
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Figure 5.5: Check Task Rate By Group
On average, native English speakers were able to complete the tasks faster and had
a lower percentage of tasks that were left uncompleted. Native English speakers com-
pleted tasks in 497 seconds on average while non-native English speakers completed
tasks in 664 seconds on average. This difference can be seen in Figure 5.7. However,
this difference is not significant according to a Mann Whitney test (p = 0.0729).
Looking at the percent of tasks that each participant left uncompleted, we see that
the native English speakers left fewer percent of the tasks uncompleted (M = 2.35%,
SD = 5.98%) than non-native English speakers (M = 6.67%, SD = 16.1%). However,
this difference is not significant according to a Mann Whitney test (p = 0.643).
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Figure 5.6: Check Task Rate By Experience
Figure 5.7: Time to Complete Tasks By Native English Speakers
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Figure 5.8: Top Level AOIs: Sample Code, Timer, Solution Area, Check Task Button,
and Task Output are Shown
5.5 RQ4 Results on Gaze Behavior
5.5.1 Gaze on Top Level Areas of Interest (AOIs) on the Study Website
As described in Section 4.6, there were six top level Areas of Interests, AOIs, that
were tracked during the eye tracking session. All but the Task Info, which provides
a high-level message for all tasks, are pictured in Figure 5.8. The overall average
distribution of fixations is shown in Table 5.2. It shows that the majority of the time,
participants were fixating on the solution area that contained the code that they ran
making up 74.76% of the fixation duration of a task. Sample code and the task output
were the other AOIs that had any large amount of fixation duration accounting for
18.30% and 5.32% of fixation duration respectively. The other AOIs accounted for
less than 1% of fixation duration each most likely due to the ancillary nature of these
AOIs.
To further explore the differences in these top level AOI distributions, two mixed
method ANOVAs were run with respect to the fixation duration percentage and
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Table 5.2: Average Distribution of Fixation Duration During All Tasks Over Top
Level AOIs, Distribution of Fixation Counts in Parentheses
Website Area Duration (Visits)
Check Task Button 0.55%(0.52%)
Sample Code 18.3%(18.66%)
Solution Area 74.76%(74.15%)
Task Info 0.97%(0.95%)
Task Output 5.32%(5.63%)
Timer 0.1%(0.1%)
fixation count percentage using the within-subjects variable of top level AOI, and
Task along with the between-subjects variable of group.
First, the AOI type has a significant effect on the duration percentage F (5, 140) =
22.85426 (p < 0.001). This means that the duration of time fixating is not spent
evenly amongst the top level AOIs. Given that some AOIs make up a majority of
the time spent fixating while others have less than a percent of time spent fixation,
this is a straightforward effect to see. As we look at the interaction effects of the AOI
type on the other variables, we see more interesting results.
For the interaction of AOI type and Task, we found a significant effect F (25, 700) =
7.1555 (p = 0.00137). This shows that the distribution of fixation duration was not
the same for each task. As we can see in Figure 5.9, the duration percentage of certain
AOIs seem to have significant changes based on the tasks. For example, we can see
that the duration percentage of solution area for the first three tasks was below 75%
however the average duration percentage for the 5th task, over 80% of the fixation
duration was spent in this AOI.
For the interaction of AOI type and Group, we found that there was not a sig-
nificant effect F (10, 140) = 0.1102 (p = 0.8913). This indicates that participants did
not look at the AOIs differently based on the API variant that they were using.
In addition, for the interaction of AOI type, Group, and Task, we did not find a
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Figure 5.9: Duration Percentage of Top Level AOIs For Each Task
significant effect F (50, 700) = 0.6312 (p = 0.6123). So while the API variant did not
cause any overarching effects, these results seem to indicate that certain tasks had an
effect on the distribution of fixation duration on these AOIs
Looking at the count percentage, we see similar results to the duration percentage
but with minor differences. First, the AOI type has a significant effect on the duration
percentage F (5, 140) = 26.750 (p < 0.001). This means that the amount of fixations
is not evenly amongst the top level AOIs.For the interaction of AOI type and Task,
we found a significant effect F (25, 700) = 7.672 (p < 0.001). This shows that the
distribution of fixation count was not the same for each task. As we can see in Figure
5.10, the count percentage of certain AOIs seem to have significant changes based on
the tasks and follow a similar pattern to the distribution of duration percentages in
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Figure 5.10: Count Percentage of Top Level AOIs For Each Task
the previous model.
For the interaction of AOI type and Group, we found that there was not a sig-
nificant effect F (10, 140) = 0.1492 (p = 0.8913). This indicates that participants did
not look at the AOIs differently based on the API variant that they were using.
In addition, the interaction of AOI type, Group, and Task, we did not find a
significant effect F (50, 700) = 0.7160 (p = 0.6123) even though we found a significant
effect for the duration percentage. Similar to the previous result, this could indicate
that there is not enough power in this test or that the average fixation duration is
affected by this interaction.
5.5.2 Gaze Transitions Between Areas of Interest on Study Website
To get a sense of how participants navigated the study environment, we investigate
the transitions participants made between the top level AOIs as shown in 5.8.
Since time to completion has been shown to be affected by the task, we adjust
the transition rate by dividing by the time the task took to complete. This results
in the top level AOI Transitions Per Minute that will be used in the analysis in this
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Figure 5.11: Top Level Transition Rate By Task
section. This process of normalizing the data is essential to deriving correct results.
To explore the differences in these top level AOI transition rates, a mixed method
ANOVA was run with respect to the top level AOI transitions per minute using the
within-subjects variable of Task along with the between-subjects variable of group
and professional experience.
We found that task had a significant effect on the transition rate of top level
AOIs F (5, 125) = 9.1451 (p < 0.001). The highest transition rate of the top level
AOIs was for Task 1, the simple select query. The transition rate overall decreased
as the participants moved through the remaining tasks. The top level AOI transition
rate can be seen for each task in Figure 5.11. However, the remaining independent
variables and interactions failed to have any significant differences. The professional
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Figure 5.12: Top Level Transition Rate By Group
experience F (1, 25) = 0.1517 (p = 0.7002), and group F (2, 25) = 0.8016 (p = 0.4598)
did not have a significant effect on the transition rate. For the groups, we found
that participants using the string-based API performed more top level AOI tran-
sitions compared to participants using the hybrid or object-oriented API variants.
For the differences between professional experience, we do not see a large difference
but professional appear to make more transitions between top level AOIs than non-
professionals. However, both of these differences are not significant.
As we can see in Table 5.3 and 5.4, the largest transitions are from the solution
area to the sample code and from the sample code to the solution area. This transition
rate is fairly similar when comparing between going to and from the solution area
which indicates that most of the transitions from solution area to the sample code
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Figure 5.13: Top Level Transition Rate By Professional Experience
have a corresponding transition from the sample code to the solution area.
We do not find many differences between the top level navigation behavior based
on the professional experience which is supported by the quantitative results of the
ANOVA test that was conducted previously.
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5.5.3 Token Level Transitions
We next explore the transition rates between the token level elements in the source
code contained within the text boxes on the website. We define the code switching rate
to be the number of transitions between Java code elements: method calls, variable
declarations, class declarations, etc., and the string elements inside the Java code.
For the string-based API these transitions represent a full language switch from Java
to SQL while for the object-oriented API this only represents a switch from the Java
code to the method’s string parameters.
A mixed method ANOVAs was run with respect to the code switching transitions
per minute using the within-subjects variable of Task along with the between-subjects
variable of group and professional experience.
We found that professional experience had a significant effect F (1, 25) = 6.666
(p = 0.0161). We can see in Figure 5.16 that participants performed more transitions
between the Java code elements and the string-based parameters of method calls.
This indicates that participants are navigating the code differently than novices.
However, we failed to find a significant difference between the code switching rate
based on the task F (5, 125) = 2.350 (p = 0.0716). We can see in Figure 5.14 that
while task 5, the task that took the longest for participants to complete on average,
appeared to have highest transition rate between these elements in the code, most of
the other tasks had a similar transition rate between each other.
The most interesting result we found was that the group had little effect on the
transition rate between these token F (2, 25) = 0.2949 (p = 07471). Even though
the API variants were designed to simulate different level of language switching, the
actual switching between the host language tokens and the embedded language inside
the API represented by parameters showed little variation between participants using
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Figure 5.14: Code Switching Rate By Task
the different API groups. We can see the lack of difference in Figure 5.15. This
lack of difference may be due to the API variants not representing different levels of
language switching or because the comparison of string-based parameters and Java
code is measuring different behavior between the different API variants.
5.6 Threats to Validity
With every empirical study comes several potential threats to validity. We have done
our best to identify some of these potential threats and mitigate them.
Threats to internal validity include threats that could potentially affect the cause-
effect relationship a study is trying to expose. For the two populations that were
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Figure 5.15: Code Switching Rate By Group
recruited from, different study environments were used. Participants recruited from
UNL participated in the study inside a lab located on the UNL campus while par-
ticipants recruited from the local company participated in the study inside an empty
office that was turned into the study environment. Differences found between these
two populations could be due the different study environments. However, this threat
was mitigated by controlling the study environment in both locations by conduct-
ing the study inside a closed room, minimizing outside noise, and using the same
equipment to track participants eye movements and perform the study on.
Threats to external validity is the extent to which the results of the study can be
generalized to the real world. The tasks used in our study are relatively small, and
the results that we find may not apply to real-world tasks that involve multiple files
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Figure 5.16: Code Switching Rate By Professional Experience
and more complex requirements. In addition, we recruited participants from only
two separate populations which might limit the extent that our results can extend
to the general population of programmers. This risk was mitigated by having one
population consisting of students at UNL and one population consisting of professional
developers at a local company which provided us with a larger range of programmers
in our study. Finally, the results that we found regarding the impact of language
switching on developer behavior and productivity may not extend to all forms of
polyglot programming such as project or file level polyglot programming. Other forms
of embedded language switching may also not follow the trends that we observed in
our participants. We used the Java and SQL programming languages for the polyglot
languages, and the results that we found may not apply if the programming languages
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being used have a different level of similarity or differences. For example, the effect of
polyglot programming using Java and C which are similar languages may differ from
the effects of polyglot programming using Java and Haskell.
Threats to construct validity is the degree to which a test measures what it claims,
or purports, to be measuring. The first threat to construct validity is the assumption
that time to complete a task is an accurate way to measure programmer efficiency.
While the fastest solution can be considered efficient, the solution may not be as
robust or extensible as a solution which may take longer to create. Given the small
nature of the tasks used in this study, time to complete a task is an appropriate
measure to approximate the efficiency of a programmer. While the API variants
that were used in this study are meant to change the level of language switching and
simulate different levels of embedded polyglot programming, the differences in the
performance of developers between the APIs may be related to the specific design
of the APIs that were used in this study. This threat was mitigated by having a
constrained API with only a small amount of functionality and methods which meant
that less of the API design had to change between each variant.
Threats to conclusion validity is the degree to which conclusions we reach about
relationships in our data are reasonable. In order to mitigate these threats, we used
appropriate statistical tests and made the necessary corrections to ensure that our
inferential statistics were correct.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Implications
In this chapter, we present the main highlights of each research question and discuss
how our results in Study B compare to Study A.
6.1 Implications on Productivity (RQ1)
Unlike Study A, we found that the group participants were placed in did not have a
significant effect on programmer efficiency. We do observe that differences between
the time to complete a task based on the API variant that the programmer used
follows the same pattern observed in Study A. This indicates that the sample size of
our replication was not large enough to classify the difference that existed between
the API groups, but the underlying differences may still be present.
We did find that large differences exist between the tasks that the programmers
completed, and these differences had a larger effect on the time it took a participant
to successfully complete the task than the API variant that a participant used. This
indicates that the complexity and difficulty of the task a programmer is attempting
to complete will have larger effect on the programmer’s productivity than the level
of polyglot programming that a programmer uses.
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6.2 Implications on Experience (RQ2)
We found that the whether a participant was a professional programmer or not had
a significant effect on the time it took to complete a task. This difference is not
surprising given that a programmer with more experience should be able to complete
a task faster than a programmer with less experience. These results do agree with
the results found in Study A.
While general experience seems to have an effect on the productivity in polyglot
programming tasks, we were unable to find a difference in the productivity of pro-
fessional and non-professional programmers based on which API variant they used.
This implies that the level of programmer experience matters more than the level
of polyglot programming being used. More experienced programmers will be more
productive regardless of the level of language switching used in a programming task.
6.3 Implications on Native English Speakers (RQ3)
We found that native English speakers took less time to complete a task and left fewer
tasks unfinished. While Study A was able to find significant differences between native
and non-native English speakers, these differences in Study B remained insignificant.
Like the results from RQ1, we notice that the differences follow the same pattern as
the differences in Study which indicate that our sample size may not be large enough
to classify these differences.
6.4 Implications on Gaze Behavior (RQ4)
We were unable to find any significant differences in the top level gaze navigation
behavior of participants based on the group they were assigned to or their experi-
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ence. This indicates that participants approached the tasks with the same high-level
strategy regardless of the level of language switching they had to do. We did find
that the top level navigation behavior changed based on the task with tasks in the
beginning of the study having a larger top level transition rate than tasks toward the
end of the study. This could indicate that participants who are more familiar with
tasks perform less top level navigation or it could be due to the differences in the
tasks itself.
We did find that the tasks themselves had significant differences based on which
task the participant used. However because the tasks were presented in the same or-
der, it is possible that this has less to do with the high-level strategy that participants
employed for any given task and more to do with the placement of the task within
the study. Further studies will need to be done to determine the precise impact of
task difficulty and type on the navigation behavior of programmers.
We also found significant differences in the token level transitioning behavior based
on experience. This indicates that experts and novices use different strategies to read
code during polyglot programming tasks. It is unknown whether these differences are
due to polyglot programming itself or the same differences that exist during tasks
involving a single programming language.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we present the results of a replication study that measured the effects
of polyglot programming on the behavior of programmer. This was one of the first
studies to use eye tracking as a methodology in a polyglot programming task. The
participants were divided into three groups: a string-based polyglot group, a object-
oriented monoglot group, and a hybrid group. Results show that the participants
with professional experience were able to complete the polyglot programming tasks
more efficiently than their student counterparts regardless of the group that they were
placed in. Unlike the original study, this replication was unable to find a significant
effect of the group the participant was placed in to the efficiency of the programmer
completing the tasks. Results also showed the the navigation behavior of program-
mers remained largely unchanged compared to the group they were placed in or the
experience the participant had.
As future work, we plan to study the effects of different types of polyglot program-
ming languages to see if the conclusions reached in this paper remain true in different
polyglot programming contexts. In addition, we plan on conducting a similar study
in more a realistic coding environment with more complex tasks.
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Appendix B
Study Pre and Post Questionnaire Surveys
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Figure B.1: First Part of Pre-Questionnaire Survey
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Figure B.2: Second Part of Pre-Questionnaire Survey
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Figure B.3: Post-Questionnaire Survey
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Appendix C
Study Tasks and Solutions
1 package library;
2 import library .*;
3 public class Task1 {
4 /** Please write this method to return a Table object containing
↪→ all columns for all entries with
5 * an id smaller than 32 and sorted from high salary to low
↪→ salary
6 * Table information:
7 * - prof -
8 * id (int) | firstname (String) | lastname (String) | salary (
↪→ int)
9 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
10 */
11 public Table query(Table prof) throws Exception {
12 // Your Code here
13 return null;
14 }
15 }
Listing 4: Task 1
1 public Table Task1SolutionHybrid(Table prof) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.SortHighToLow("salary");
4 q.Filter("id < 32");
5 Table r = prof.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 5: Hybrid Solution for Task 1
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1 public Table Task1SolutionString(Table prof) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("SELECT * FROM professors" +
4 " WHERE id < 32 ORDER BY salary DESC");
5 Table r = prof.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 6: String Solution for Task 1
1 public Table Task1SolutionObjectOriented(Table prof) throws
↪→ Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.SortHighToLow("salary");
4 q.Filter(q.Where("id").LessThan (32));
5 Table r = prof.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 7: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 1
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1 package library;
2
3 import library .*;
4
5 public class Task2 {
6
7 /**
8 * Please write this method to return a Table object containing
↪→ the columns
9 * id, year , and grade for all entries with lastname "Schmidt"
↪→ who do not
10 * have a grade "F"
11 *
12 * Table information:
13 *
14 * - student -
15 *
16 * id (int) | firstname (String) | lastname (String) | grade (
↪→ String) | year
17 * (int) | class (String)
18 *
19 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
20 *
21 */
22 public Table query(Table students) throws Exception {
23
24 // Your Code here
25
26 return null;
27 }
28
29
30 }
Listing 8: Task 2
1 public Table Task2SolutionHybrid(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddFields("id, year , grade");
4 q.Filter("lastname = ’Schmidt ’ and grade != ’F’");
5 Table r = students.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 9: Hybrid Solution for Task 2
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1 public Table Task2SolutionString(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("SELECT id, year , grade "+
4 "FROM students " +
5 "WHERE lastname = ’Schmidt ’ and grade != ’F’");
6 Table r = students.Search(q);
7 return r;
8 }
Listing 10: String Solution for Task 2
1 public Table Task2SolutionObjectOriented(Table students) throws
↪→ Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddField("id")
4 .AddField("year")
5 .AddField("grade");
6 q.Filter(q.Where("lastname").Equals("Schmidt").And("grade").
↪→ NotEquals("F"));
7 Table r = students.Search(q);
8 return r;
9 }
Listing 11: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 2
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1 package library;
2
3 import library .*;
4
5 public class Task3 {
6
7 /**
8 * Please write this method to return a Table object containing
↪→ the columns
9 * songname , artist , and timesplayed for all entries which have
↪→ a rating above 3,
10 * were written after the year 2009, and belong to the genre pop
↪→ . Also include
11 * all songs by the artist "Dude". The result should be sorted
↪→ from high timesplayed
12 * to low timesplayed.
13 *
14 *
15 * Table information:
16 *
17 * - charts -
18 *
19 * id (int) | songname (String) | artist (String) | rating
20 * (int) | year (int) | genre (string) | timesplayed (int)
21 *
22 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
23 *
24 */
25 public Table query(Table charts) throws Exception {
26
27 // Your Code here
28
29 return null;
30 }
31
32
33 }
Listing 12: Task 3
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1 public Table Task3SolutionHybrid(Table charts) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddFields("songname , artist , timesplayed");
4 q.Filter("rating > 3 and year > 2009 "+
5 " and genre = ’pop’ or artist = ’Dude’");
6 q.SortHighToLow("timesplayed");
7 Table r = charts.Search(q);
8 return r;
9 }
Listing 13: Hybrid Solution for Task 3
1 public Table Task3SolutionString(Table charts) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("SELECT songname , artist , timesplayed "+
4 "FROM charts "+
5 "WHERE rating > 3 AND year > 2009 "+
6 "AND genre = ’pop’ OR artist = ’Dude’ "+
7 "ORDER BY timesplayed DESC");
8 Table r = charts.Search(q);
9 return r;
10 }
Listing 14: String Solution for Task 3
1 public Table Task3SolutionObjectOriented(Table charts) throws
↪→ Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddField("songname")
4 .AddField("artist")
5 .AddField("timesplayed");
6 q.Filter(q.Where("rating").GreaterThan (3)
7 .And("year").GreaterThan (2009)
8 .And("genre").Equals("pop")
9 .Or("artist").Equals("Dude"));
10 q.SortHighToLow("timesplayed");
11 Table r = charts.Search(q);
12 return r;
13 }
Listing 15: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 3
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1 package library;
2
3 import library .*;
4
5 public class Task4 {
6
7 /**
8 * Please write this method to return the Table object student
↪→ with an entry
9 * changed. The entry for the student with the first name "
↪→ Herbert" and the
10 * last name "Hauser" should be changed so that the grade is now
↪→ "A".
11 *
12 * Table information:
13 *
14 * - students -
15 *
16 * id (int) | firstname (String) | lastname (String) | grade
17 * (String) | year (int)
18 *
19 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
20 *
21 */
22 public Table query(Table students) throws Exception {
23
24 // Your Code here
25
26 return null;
27 }
28
29 }
Listing 16: Task 4
1 public Table Task4SolutionHybrid(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Replace("grade", "A");
4 q.Filter("firstname = ’Herbert ’ and lastname = ’Hauser ’");
5 Table r = students.Update(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 17: Hybrid Solution for Task 4
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1 public Table Task4SolutionString(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("UPDATE students SET grade = ’A’ "+
4 "WHERE firstname = ’Herbert ’ AND lastname = ’Hauser ’");
5 Table r = students.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 18: String Solution for Task 4
1 public Table Task4SolutionObjectOriented(Table students) throws
↪→ Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Replace("grade", "A");
4 q.Filter(q.Where("firstname").Equals("Herbert")
5 .And("lastname").Equals("Hauser"));
6 Table r = students.Update(q);
7 return r;
8 }
Listing 19: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 4
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1 package library;
2
3 import library .*;
4
5 public class Task5 {
6
7 /**
8 * Please write this method to return the Table object student
↪→ with an entry
9 * added. The new entry should have the id "23", the first name
↪→ "Tom", the
10 * last name "Young", the year "3", and the grade "C"
11 *
12 * Table information:
13 *
14 * - students -
15 *
16 * id (int) | firstname (String) | lastname (String) | year
17 * (int) | grade (String)
18 *
19 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
20 *
21 */
22
23 public Table query(Table students) throws Exception {
24
25 // Your Code here
26
27 return null;
28 }
29
30
31 }
Listing 20: Task 5
1 public Table Task5SolutionHybrid(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.IntoFields("id, firstname , lastname , year , grade");
4 q.SetValues("23, ’Tom ’, ’Young ’, 3, ’C’");
5 Table r = students.Insert(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 21: Hybrid Solution for Task 5
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1 public Table Task5SolutionString(Table students) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("INSERT INTO students (id, firstname , lastname , year ,
↪→ grade) "+
4 "VALUES (’23’, ’Tom ’, ’Young ’, 3, C)");
5 Table r = students.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 22: String Solution for Task 5
1 public Table Task5SolutionObjectOriented(Table students) throws
↪→ Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddValue("id", 23)
4 .AddValue("firstname", "Tom")
5 .AddValue("lastname", "Young")
6 .AddValue("year", 3)
7 .AddValue("grade", "C");
8 Table r = students.Insert(q);
9 return r;
10 }
Listing 23: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 5
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1 package library;
2
3 import library .*;
4
5 public class Task6 {
6
7 /**
8 * Please write this method to return a Table object containing
↪→ the columns
9 * id, firstname , lastname , clubname of all students.
10 * You will have to use data from clubmap to complete these
↪→ requirements.
11 *
12 * Table information:
13 *
14 * - students -
15 *
16 * id (int) | firstname (String) | lastname (String) | grade (
↪→ String) | year
17 * (int) | birthyear (int)
18 *
19 * - clubmap -
20 *
21 * cid (int) | studentid (int) | clubname (String)
22 *
23 *
24 * Use the technique shown to you in the samples given
25 *
26 */
27 public Table query(Table students , Table clubmap) throws
↪→ Exception {
28
29 // Your Code here
30
31 return null;
32 }
33
34
35 }
Listing 24: Task 6
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1 public Table Task6SolutionHybrid(Table students , Table clubmap)
↪→ throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddFields("id, firstname , lastname , clubname");
4 q.Combine(students , "id", clubmap , "studentid");
5 Table r = students.Search(q);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 25: Hybrid Solution for Task 6
1 public Table Task6SolutionString(Table students , Table clubmap)
↪→ throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.Prepare("SELECT id, firstname , lastname , clubname "+
4 "FROM students JOIN clubmap ON students.id = clubmap.
↪→ studentid");
5 Table r = students.Search(q, clubmap);
6 return r;
7 }
Listing 26: String Solution for Task 6
1 public Table Task6SolutionObjectOriented(Table students , Table
↪→ clubmap) throws Exception {
2 Query q = new Query();
3 q.AddField("id")
4 .AddField("firstname")
5 .AddField("lastname")
6 .AddField("clubname");
7 q.Combine(students , "id", clubmap , "studentid");
8 Table r = students.Search(q);
9 return r;
10 }
Listing 27: Object-Oriented Solution for Task 6
